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OPENING MEDITATIONS - MODULE 2
‘THE NEW HUMAN’
‘The historical mission of our time is to reinvent the human at the species level within the
community of living systems in a time dimensional context by means of story and shared dream
experience’. [See Mary Evelyn Tucker and John Grim, eds. Thomas Berry: Selected Writings on
the Earth Community (Modern Spiritual Masters), Orbis Books, pp164-168].
1. The New Human - Jennifer Morgan
2. Cosmic Allurement - Brian Tucker
3. Dancing Context - Argerie Vasilakes
4. Interbeing - Immaculate
5. Seasonal Transitions - Corinna Schemer
6. In This Moment - Jay Batman
7. Interconnectedness - Beth Blissman
8. Wonderful World - Carlo Garcia
9. Humming Meditation - Cli Berrien
10. Evoking Love’s Energy - Haseena Patel
11. Intimacy With Earth Community - Cami Flake
12. The Prayers of Children - Catherine Maresca
13. Our Sense of The Sacred - Luningning Alvarado
14. Rippling E ects - Ken Miller
15. Fireball - Stephan Martin and Joyce Rouse
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1. The New Human - Module 2, Session 2 - Jennifer Morgan

Source: See Mary Evelyn Tucker and John Grim, eds. Thomas Berry: Selected Writings on the
Earth Community (Modern Spiritual Masters), Orbis Books, pp164-168, for longer discussion on
Berry’s words on which this meditation is based.
[https://www.journeyoftheuniverse.org/news/thomas-berrys-historical-mission-of-our-times]
Go slowly - to be read three times, in the style of ‘lectio divina’/sacred reading.
On the second and third reading, cut down the number of words and focus on phrases only.
Start with three slow deep breaths.
So I'd like everybody to just relax, sit in your seat comfortably…and just feel yourself sitting there…
become conscious of gravity. Earth is actually pulling you to itself. Just really let yourself be aware
of that, that you're an Earthling, and you are connected to Earth, pulled to Earth, and you have
your own gravitational pull also…pulled together - everything, together on Earth, is
interconnected…[Bell sounds].
Start slow reading.
So let's start with a meditation on the historical mission of our time - that’s Thomas Berry's
historical mission of our time.
The historical mission of our time is:
to reinvent the human at the species level within the community of living systems…
in a time dimensional context…
by means of story..
and shared dream experience…[Time for silence].
Read second time (phrases only)…[Time for silence].
Read third time (phrases only)…[Time for silence].
Bell sounds. Invite movement from inwardness, back to shared space.

2. Cosmic Allurement - Module 2 - Brian Tucker, Elizabeth Carranza and Stephan
Martin
Someday, after mastering the winds, the waves, the tides and gravity, we shall harness the
energies of love, and then, for a second time in the history of the world, humanity will have
discovered fire. Teilhard de Chardin.
[Participants to have pen and paper to record any impressions, thoughts or feelings].
Reading: Love Energy by Elizabeth Carranza
Love Energy—
You are All that was in the beginning.
Physics calls you Dark Energy
Unperceivable and apparently Nothing
Yet You Are Everything.
Love Energy—
In the beginning, your power held everything
As one infinitesimally small and dense Being.
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Then through billions of years of immense creativity
You gave birth to innumerable beings.
Love Energy—
Complex in forms you are now
And I am but one of your divine creations.
My whole being trembles in the knowledge that as unique as I am
I am one with all that sprang forth from your Divine action
Love Energy—
I am in you and you are in me
I am in all and all is in me.
Day and Night I ponder in awe on this Deep Mystery.
1. Music: ‘Tantric Day’, or ‘Full Moon Night’.
You are loved—massively, ferociously, unconditionally; you are loved—the Universe is totally
freaking out about how AWESOME you are - ferociously, unconditionally.
2. Honouring the Seven Directions, [from Mayan Daily Prayer of the Seven Directions, as adapted
by Gary Cult and and Valum Botan].
From the East, house of Light may wisdom dawn in us so that we may see all things in clarity.
From the North, house of Night may wisdom ripen in us so we may know all from within.
From the West, house of transformation, may wisdom be transformed into right action so we may
do what must be done.
From the South, house of the Eternal Sun, may right action reap the harvest so we may enjoy the
fruits of planetary being.
From Above, house of Heaven, where star people and ancestors gather, may their blessings come
to us now.
From Below, house of Earth, may the heartbeat of her crystal core bless us with harmonies to end
all war.
From the Center, galactic source, which is everywhere at once, may everything be known (in the
light of mutual love, (the light of Love Energy). [With credit to the Paradigm Shift, Steven Levine
and ‘The Gift of Remembrance’, Colleen Kelley].
3. I invite you to sit now for a few moments to reflect on how life might be calling or alluring you?
What’s calling you deeply in your life?
Close your eyes and feel your body breathing…feel your body beginning to rest…become aware of
the present moment…allow your attention to come in to your body…feel your breath as it breathes
itself into a soft belly. Let your body be soft, relaxed and open…let Universe take over for now…
trust it will take care of things for you…breathing in, and breathing out…now gently take your
awareness to your heart centre. Listen gently to your heart…relate to your heart area…meet
sensations with love, kindness and mercy…listen to what is arising from within your heart…what in
your life is calling you?…when all the noise is silenced, the meetings adjourned, the lists laid aside,
and the wild iris blooms by itself in the dark forest, what still pulls your soul?… with great warmth
and patience, listen to the gentle stirring in your heart…what in your life is calling you?…where are
you feeling a sense of aliveness and allurement? Let this stirring of insight be absorbed in
lovingkindness and mercy…imagine your heart becoming the larger heart that we all share…
sending mercy and lovingkindness into the body we all share…breathing in…breathing out…
May all beings be free from suffering and the causes of suffering…may all beings be healed into
the Cosmic Heart…Great Center of the Universe, ever present Love Energy, open our eyes to the
wonder of this Universe that we may be awakened to the love that surrounds us each moment…in
that awakening, guide us in becoming kinder, more compassionate and wiser…guide us towards
our heart’s calling…[Now take a few minutes to journal or draw any impressions or insights that
have come to you during this experience…].
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3. Dancing Context - Module 2, Session 2 - Argerie Vasilakes

Our theme today is context. So, let’s prepare to embody context with our Deeptime perspective.
I will invite us to feel the idea of context, not as mere background to Universe but context as interbeing and inter-evolving within Universe.
I am going to invite this through dance, literally. This is going to be energising as the music is
energetic. You can sit, stand, lie down, dance with your hands, with your eyes…in whatever way
the music wants to stir you, and move with you.
Pay no attention to what this looks like to the rest of us.
Follow music’s movement and allurement in you.
The music I have chosen wants to be alive in us today! [Play music]
I invite you yo take the energy of vast evolving Universe and focus it in on a part of your body that
needs it most for a few moments of stillness now, as our meditation draws to a close. [Music
Source: Song - ‘Dinner at The Sugarbush’. Artist: Drum Sex].

4. Interbeing - Module 2, Session 2 - Immaculate

A musical meditation, listening to the poem of Thich Nhat Hanh, Interbeing. Search YouTube clip
titled ‘Interbeing’ with Music/Vocal by Bodhicitta Wendy Tiow, Bodhicitta Productions with the
Blessing of Plum Village. Or, a copy of the poem is below and cold be read slowly to background
music of choice.
Take some moments to be aware of the space you are sitting in today, the sounds around you…
take your awareness too to your breathing, your being, your heartbeat, this interior space of our
our own individual bodies…and extend your awareness out to this group of us gathered here via
zoom, our collective presence together across timezones and hemispheres, breaking together with
all the breathing going on around the world. [Play music].
Interbeing - Thich Nhat Hanh
The sun has entered me.
The sun has entered me together with the cloud and the river.
I myself have entered the river
And I have entered the sun
With the cloud and the river
There has not been a moment
When we do not interpenetrate.
But before the sun entered me,
The sun was in me—
Also the cloud and the river,
I was already in it.
There has not been a moment
When we have not inter-been.
Therefore you know
That as long as you continue to breathe,
I continue to be in you.

5. Seasonal Transitions - Module 2, Session 3 - Corinna Schwemer

I’d like to welcome all of us around one global zoom fire. Here in the Northern Hemisphere we are
transitioning from Winter into Spring. In the Southern Hemisphere the transition is from Summer
into Autumn. These transitions have been celebrated by our ancestors for a long long time.
I’d like us to invite us into this cosmic moment together and to dream with the night sky and cosmic
creativity through everything, and everywhere. [Play video].
Comptine d'autre été, Yann Tiersen https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=znfYwABeSZ0; Night Sky
and Sleep Music https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HfQeNL-pByM
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6. In this moment - Module 2, Session 3 - Jay Batman

Please join me in this meditation drawing on brief quotes from the writings of Thomas Berry.
If you would like to close your eyes…take a few deep slow in breaths, relaxing on the out breath…
In this moment, I’m aware…
That the universe is a communion of subjects, not a collection of objects…
That nothing can be itself without everything else…
…That without the soaring birds, the great forests, the sound and coloration of insects, the free
flowing streams and the flowering fields, the sight of the clouds by day and the stars by night, we
become impoverished of all that makes us human…
That the natural world is a larger sacred story to which we all belong…
Thank you.

7.Interconnectedness - Module 2, Session 4 - Beth Blissman
I invite you to take some deep breaths, to arrive in the present moment…become aware of your
breath and slow it a little, and deepen it…be aware of where you are sitting, what surrounds you…
As we move into today’s session from the principle of context to embededness in and with Earth,
our interdependent matrix from which all life emerges and on which all life depends, I invite you to
continue to deepen your awareness of your breathing, this breathing which is a sign and a
sacrament of interconnectedness….
We will weave this song of Sara Thomsen now, “By Breath”. https://sarathomsen.com/track/
1917029/by-breath

8. Wonderful World - Module 2, Session 4 - Carlo Garcia

For my meditation I collected photos of ecosystems in my country, the Philippines.
I included some photos of our flora and fauna to emphasise that they are part of our biodiversity,
and as an affirmation that we are interconnected and interdependent.
I have acknowledge the sources of these slides on each slide and I out them together in a video to
background music, ‘What a wonderful world’.
I invite you to be comfortable, and still, and to find a way of being present so that you are calm and
quiet.
You may like to follow your breathing as it rises and falls, and attunes to the wonderful world in
which we belong. [Music and slides]
In my country we say, Salaam. Thank you, and peace be with you.
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9. Humming Meditation - Module 2, Session 5 - Cliff Berrien

The background music used in this practice is excerpted from the musician Deuter, on Nada
Himalaya 1: Music for Meditation CD
This practice is from Resmaa Menakem. The final part of the practice is from a Taoist practice
from Lar Short.
Find a quiet, comfortable space. Be in a comfortable position, taking a few breaths to settle into
the moment…Now hum…not from your throat or chest, but from the bottom of your belly…hum
strong and steady. Push the air out of your belly, not gently. Stop to breathe in but return to the
hum with each new breath. Experience the hum in your belly. Then sense it in the rest of your
body. [Continue humming for two minutes].
If you like you can repeat the following words on the out breath:
I am (Connecting with Interiority)
We are (Connecting with Matrix)
All is (Connecting with Context)
And as you are ready, simply return to your breathing now for a few cycles, allowing the vibrational
energy to move through and to fall gently away…

10. Evoking Love’s Energy - Module 2, Session 5 - Haseena Patel

[As part of this opening meditation, participants were asked to bring a small item of significance
with them, and a word to hold up on screen as prompts].
Let’s begin by pausing, as we open to the gifts of emergence as a community, and be present to
these words which follow, and the feelings they evoke.
I emerge from the dream of the universe, from the dance of the elements, from the light of stars…I
am full of Earth potential…I am part of 8 billion points of light in a 13.8 billion year story…I am
love…just breathe through and within, as you take this in…
Bring your item of significance close to you. There is no need to open your eyes; you can simply
feel it, hold on to it…visualize it…and just feel that feeling of love that it evokes in you…the love
that it brings to you when you picture it, when you feel it…and let the feelings expand as if through
a magnifying glass, focussing on the expansion of love…
Let go of your item, but holding on to the love energy, now hold your word up on screen…
The word that you have chosen/that has chosen you is now being infused with the love that
widened when you held your item and that is widening too by holding your word…
Know that we are all the connection points and the connectors…sending out love…sending love
out to all of the participants in this community, including those who will be listening on replay.
Keep sending love out, love, compassion, and all the feelings associated with the words we are
holding…amazement…beauty…gratitude…feel that these are connected.
And now send out love to those around you, to all the people and places touched by our lives and
our capacity to send out love to all beings…human beings and other than human beings.
I am you…we are one… we are allowing the energy of giving and receiving to flow…this energy
gives birth to worlds…it infuses the universe with love energy…
And just as you are ready, slowly bring your awareness back to the room you are in, the chair
where you are, the sounds around you, and we will continue with the class session.
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11. Intimacy With Earth Community - Module 2, Session 6 - Cami Flake

As you are ready, I invite you to close your eyes and to take two slow, smooth breaths in and out,
as we come together in our Zoom space. [Pause].
As you breathe in, now, allow your breath to open up your heart space, making room for loving
energy to flow in and out with every breath.
So, you might imagine on your in breath that your breath is flowing in and around your heartspace,
and, on your out breath imagine your breath being picked up on the wind of love, invisibly moving
out into the world to bless those people and places near and far who are in need of our loving
energy and mindfulness right now.
Thomas Berry has written:
Our fulfilment is not in isolated human grandeur x 2, slowly
But in our intimacy with the larger Earth community x 2 slowly
For this is also the larger dimension of our being…
I invite you to recall, now, an early childhood memory where you met the natural world, it might be
your first memory or later in your childhood…as you remember, connect with the feelings arising in
you, your sense awareness, sounds and colours…[Pause].
For this is also the larger dimension of our being. [Pause].
Gently bring yourself back now to this time and space as we transition into our session together.

12. The Prayers of Children - Module 2, Session 7 - Catherine Maresca

The meditation I have prepared today is an opportunity to pray with children. It draws on my work
for the last 40 years at Christian Family Montessori School. In this school children receive cosmic
education and religious formation using the Montessori method which uses open ended
questioning.
So, we explore scripture with the children in an open ended way, exploring its meanings together,
rather than telling the children its meaning.
Over these years, I have collected numerous pieces of art and written prayers from the children,
and these are unsolicited. What follows are some of their responses to our conversations.
And what they reveal is their deep sense of communion with one another, with creation, with the
universe, with Earth. And they reveal a great longing for peace.
[Contemplative projection of slides of various prayers, drawings and drawings and associated
prayers, including the following:
Pledge
We at Christian Montessori School
Pledge to create a green environment
Pledge to reduce, reuse, recycle
Pledge to conserve our resources such as electricity and water
Pledge to reduce food wastage through composting
Pledge to care for and protect the gifts God has given us through Earth.
Jesus and the Animals drawing.
Mother Earth drawing.
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13. Our Sense of the Sacred - Module 2, session 7 - Luningning Alvarado

My meditation arises from Gail Worcelo’s statement form last week, from Thomas Berry, that it is
our sense of the sacred that will save us.
So, in today’s meditation, let us experience the sacredness of beings by listening to their voices.
I invite you to close your eyes…Let us breathe together, inhaling deeply, and exhaling…
Now let us put one hand on our hearts.
I invite you to listen to to the sounds of sacredness…[Sound collage].

14. Rippling Effects - Module 2, Session 9 - Ken Miller

Our opening meditation is on the principle of action…what is action and how does one prepare for
it.
Let’s begin by bringing our awareness to our breathing. And take time for three deep breaths.
Now take four rapid breaths in and out.
And we will repeat this - three slow breaths in and out…
Now four rapid breaths…
Our minds are now ready for action.
I will read from a poem slowly, by James Foley:
Drop a pebble in the water: just a splash, and it is gone;
But there's half-a-hundred ripples circling on and on and on,
Spreading, spreading from the center, flowing on out to the sea.
And there is no way of telling where the end is going to be.
Drop a pebble in the water: in a minute you forget,
But there's little waves a-flowing, and there's ripples circling yet,
And those little waves a-flowing to a great big wave have grown;
You've disturbed a mighty river just by dropping in a stone.

15. Fireball - Module 2, Session 10 - Stephan Martin and Joyce Rouse

This opening meditation was introduced by Stephan Martin. It draws on the music of DTN member
Joyce Rouse who records and performs as Earth Mama. The invitation in the video is to sing and
dance, or, to take in the wondrous images and cosmic story. You will find the link to the Fireball
video on this link to Joyce’s videos on her website: https://www.youtube.com/user/
earthmamajoyce/videos
FIREBALL
Fourteen billion years ago a primal flaring-forth occurred
From primordial universe a billion galaxies emerged
Then Hydrogen and Helium, the elements of dawn
Finally Carbon and heavier elements began to form.
CHORUS:
I come from a fireball, grandest fireworks of all
Every element in me is stardust in the Galaxy
I come from a fireball
I come from a fireball started from a part so small
Just a singularity, the rest, they say, is history
I come from a fire ball.
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Fourteen billion years of light and still we stumble in the dark
From the quantum vacuum into roses and a human heart
Cosmic history unfolds, round and round and round it goes
Wider, wider still and where it stops, nobody knows. REPEAT CHORUS.
Only five billion years ago our sun was born
Only billions more til it burns down and out!
Fourteen billion years of wonder, still we marvel at the show
Through our history we wander, thinking there’s no place else to go
Tiamat, Prospero, Kronos, Argos, Capaneum
No one has seen it all before, we are the first generation! REPEAT CHORUS
©2004 Rouse House Music, ASCAP. All rights reserved. Used with permission.
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